DATE OF POSTING: October 27, 2023
PROGRAM: Master of Science Physical Therapy
COURSE: PT872 (Part A) Applied Clinical Competencies
NUMBER OF POSITIONS: 4 positions of 32 hrs each
STARTING DATE: March 6, 2024
END DATE: April 28, 2024
COURSE SUPERVISOR: Hazlewood/Manning
APPLICATIONS DEADLINE: November 30, 2023
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: Sandra Turcotte, Administrative Manager (turcotte@queensu.ca)
HOURLY RATE: $41.14 (plus 7% vacation pay)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Students build on competencies developed in PT871 across domains, including physiotherapy expertise and communication. Students further develop and demonstrate evidence-based, client-centred assessment and management competencies through clinical lab learning activities and complex simulations that include changes in client presentation.

DUTIES:
Weekly clinical competency assessments - Fridays March 8th to April 26th (1-5pm)

QUALIFICATIONS:
Registered physiotherapist in Ontario. At least two years of physiotherapy practice experience.
Assets: experiences with teaching, experience with assessment of physiotherapy competencies, grading written assignments, experience as a regulated health professional (especially experience as a physiotherapist), and experience using evidence-based practice approaches and clinical reasoning in the provision of health care are all assets.

Academic Assistants (AAs) at Queen’s University are governed by the Collective Agreement between Queen’s University and United Steelworkers of Canada, specifically USW Local 2010 Unit 01, valid from September 1, 2020 to August 31, 2023. The Collective Agreement can be found at:
https://www.queensu.ca/humanresources/working-queens/unions-and-associations